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Newsletter

Next Meeting Tuesday September 6th 6 PM

GRAFTING DEMONSTRATION
** anyone interested in personal instructions should contact me direct at
337-232-2446 or email at buddy@shortfinancialgroup.com
_____________________________________________________________________

Madame Dupont

SWELTERING GREETINGS TO EVERYONE
Did everyone enjoy the bar-b-que at Buddy and Kathleen's house as much as I did? It
is such a pleasure to get together with nice people who share the same interest in hibiscus. Our
thanks to Buddy and Kathleen and to all who attended this nice event. Thank you for sharing
both your day with us and for sharing the wonderful food provided by all. I saw no one leave
hungry or sad.
Has there ever been a summer so filled with vicious contrasts of drought followed by
sizzling heat followed by flash storms that have created havoc for our hibiscus growers? I am
complaining. I am a person. Our hibiscus, sadly, cannot complain. They cannot tell us how
much they are suffering from these severe weather contrasts.. They can only show us.
As hibiscus parents, we try to rear our plant children by giving them the best care possible. We keep them clean (frequent showers); we feed them (fertilize); we medicate them
(chemical sprays and jets of water for bugs); and we keep them neat and pretty... pinching tips
for fuller branching and trimming branches for more blooms yet.... no matter how hard a parent tries to do the right thing, sometimes an accident could occurr with our hibiscus, being
comparable to a child getting flu or breaking a leg. A falling tree branch could crush your
plant or a plant could develop die back in spite of all your care. THIS HAPPENS. It is an act
of nature over which we sometimes have no control. When the end of summer finally arrives,
some of you will notice the loss of a few of your plants. Fortunately, in the hibiscus world,
there is often someone willing to graft or root a sister plant for you. Do not despair. This is
the natural cycle of life. We should enjoy our plants while we have them and continue to give
them the best care that we can right now.

1. give your plant a cooling shower every day (if they are not storm water soaked)

Rock Solid

Pink a Boo

Angel’s Wings

2. fertilize often (half strength in this severe heat)
3. check for pests daily
Eventually the heat will dissipate and we can get excited about other hibiscus activities
such as pollination (for our October meeting) and grafting (at this meeting) which allows us to
keep in stock the plants that we favor. Grafting is a very important skill. We should all know
a little bit about the procedure. It may come in handy someday and it may be something that
you would like to try your hand at performing. I am going to ask Buddy at our meeting on the
6th to give all of you a close up step by step demonstration of the grafting process. At the

PFC David Burridge

end of September or sometime in October, Father Gerlich's New Orleans Chapter will be hosting a three chapter grafting
party at the beautiful plantation Houmas' House not far from Baton Rouge. For all of us attending, it has been discussed that
those wishing to have plants grafted must present to the grafter only one or two pieces of wood. You may have as many pieces
of wood as you like total. The limited number will insure that everyone waiting in line with wood will have the opportunity to
go home with at least one or two grafts. Last year exuberant hibiscus growers stood in line with as many as 10 pieces of wood
expecting them all to be grafted "right now !" I DO UNDERSTAND. You have been offered unlimited access to the candy
store and you want to take home as much candy as possible. The problem is that we all want this! This year we will practice
restraint. One or two pieces grafted then you go to the end of the line and wait until it is your turn again for another one or two
pieces. Everybody will go home with candy !
Sadly, the severe heat prevents us from having another fun mini show until the weather cools down in October. Get
ready for that show. We should all have plenty of beautiful blooms by then. Speaking of mini shows, our show winners for our
July meeting were:

Single
Double
Mini

Lorraine Kizziar
Ann Peltier
Ann Peltier

"Amazon Queen"
"Sweet Pink"
"Schizopetalus"

Please do bring your seedlings so that the competition may continue.

I am going to call this next paragraph the Theresa Report because I have three items of interest in which Theresa Gore,
our member, plays a part. First, I failed to mention in our June newsletter the head table wins at the May 21st Space City Show
garnered by Theresa and Mark.

Best of Show
Best Collector Double
Collector Sweepstakes

"Love Song"
"Bayou Rose"
"Green Elf"

Secondly, I would like to point out that in our latest Seed Pod there is a picture of a beautiful bloom named Theresa Gore hybridized by Barry Schlueter. I had showed you a picture of this bloom at one of our earlier meetings. Finally, there was a lovely article in the August 13, 2011 Lafayette Advertiser written by Ann Justice talking about the beautiful bloom photo of {Nightmare}
sent to Ann by Theresa who gave good advice on the growing of hibiscus, particularly for people who have hibiscus and who are
not members of any club. Thank you for the publicity, Theresa.
Following up on our Fallen Hero Project, Buddy and I had the honor of making another presentation on Saturday, August 13, this time to the family of Sgt. Patrick Williamson of Broussard. The 13th would have been Patrick's birthday. It is such
an honor and a privilege to make these presentations. If any of you have a desire to attend one of our presentations, we and the
family would be very happy to have you attend with us. As a matter of fact, Tiffany Chiarelli (one of our members) and her husband attended this last presentation as they were friends of the family. My hope is that some of you will become hybridizers and
eventually one of your seedlings would be named for one of our heroes.
I know that you all realize that election time is coming up in October. All four of the offices of president, vice president,
secretary, and treasurer are open to any member wanting to represent and serve our club in those positions. I hope that many of
you will be thinking about this and will consider taking a role in setting the agenda for 2012.
Buddy has put out a PowerPoint presentation on hybridizing that is excellent. Any of you who would like to view it before the October demonstration at our meeting can view it by clicking onto www.acadianahibiscus.com and selecting Hybridizing Info.
Looking forward to seeing everyone on Tuesday, September 6th.

Sandra

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Quote of the month ……….
“If you feel “dog tired” at night, maybe it’s because you “growled” all day!”
** I’ve been growling allot at my plants because they don’t bloom very well in these temperatures.
Neither will yours.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Chapter website ……. www.acadianahibiscus.com ….always a good place to visit. Try It!!
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Blooms and Things ……. everyone’s plants are struggling in this heat so the following comments and suggestions are
just a few things that some of us have been trying. Maybe you might like to try too……..
Warms my heart to see these two subjects on equal grounds. It is really a neat skill to be able to stick (graft) a piece of one plant
on another and see it grow and bloom. If you do not know snakes and see one, do you go over and pick it up? Of course not.
Same for most people when they are told they need to graft exotic hibiscus! No wonder the Society has not grown over the years!
Years ago, when I experimented and found out how well many of these plants grew on their own roots, and announced I was
starting a nursery with “own root” hibiscus, you would think I had leprosy or something. I got unsigned hate letters read at AHS
meetings saying I was going to destroy the Society by selling inferior plants! Now, those same people grow rooted hibiscus?!
That is OK, the hibiscus are the winners here.
What follows are comments and things I have learned (usually from screwing up) about growing hibiscus on their own roots. If
just a few people learn something, it will be time well spent. The most important thing is to start with “wood” from healthy
plants. Next would be to sanitize the wood before and after sticking. I get close to 100% takes with healthy plants, and only
half that with stressed plants or old varieties.

Hope everyone can follow this. Pinch the tips out of new growth a few weeks before you plan to stick. This allows the energy of the whole plant to kick in with growth hormones (to repair the damage of your pinch), and increase your takes. Use
hard green-to-tan parts of the plant, four to six inches with at least three leaves cut back 2/3’s (there is energy stored in the
base of leaves to sustain the plant until it can produce roots), and stick it just deep enough that it can stand on its own. Oasis
cubes are good only if you have bottom heat (85 degrees) as they hold a lot of water. Most sterile, well-drained mixes will
work. I used to use a mix of 50% peat and 50% perlite (do not breathe the perlite dust – it is glass). Dip the cuttings in a bleach
or peroxide solution and stick the pieces of wood. I do not use any Dip and Grow or leave them out for 24 hours, but if it works
for you, OK. More on the bleach mix later.
I often have roots in four weeks, but six weeks is normal. While they are growing, it is best to mist them with a bleach or peroxide mixture as often as possible, at least a few times a week. Mine get this mist every ten minutes for a few seconds. If you have
no bacteria or fungus, they cannot rot and will root! Why bottom heat? Several fungus and bacteria are more active at less than
60 degrees.
Seedlings are especially easy to root as a rule. Old varieties that have been grafted often carry viruses or genes from the different
root stock used that inhibits their rootability. Yes, it sometimes affects blooms also. The same goes for stressed plants. I mention
these factors as some have tried rooting using the older varieties and assumed it (rooting) just did not work well.
One tablespoon of bleach to a gallon of water is strong enough to sanitize a commercial kitchen and will not hurt the plant. However, it must be used within a couple of hours or it starts losing its power. Peroxide is used at 50% strength from peroxide bought
off the shelf, and it keeps its power for several days. It also provides the roots with a little extra oxygen.
Most of my trays contain over 20 varieties of hibiscus as I strive to build inventories of hundreds of new varieties from hybridizers from all over. I often put a few cuttings in each tray from known rooters to act as a gauge in case I get a bad take. The fact
that so many trays with so many varieties get such a high take means I am doing something right.
Once in a while a variety just does not do well or will not root at all. This is OK, all part of the evaluation.
Questions or comments? Feel free. I can always agree to disagree. Contact me at curt@exotichibiscus.com
Curt Sinclair
Editor’s Note: One of Curt’s most celebrated creations, Red Snapper, just will not root. It must be grafted to be cloned.
It is all trial and error, but most will root.

Jill Coryell, growing on the Hawaiian Island of Oahu, wrote:
Just as there are many hibiscus experts on THML, so, too, are there differing opinions on the best way to propagate.
Here at Hibiscus Lady Nursery on O’ahu, it has been my experience that clones growing on their own roots are better
than grafted clones.
I keep accurate rooting records of all of our hybrids. We currently have about 205 hybrids that we rotate for propagation,
all but one of which we’ve hybridized here at Hibiscus Lady. Every single one of them roots. Our overall strike rate is
86.1% for green cuttings, and 71.57% for brown cuttings.
In my humble opinion, grafted clones have several disadvantages. First, there is always the possibility that the rootstock
will send out branches from beneath the graft, even if the graft is done very low on the rootstock. Unless the hibiscus
owner is vigilant in watching for this, the rootstock branches can eventually take over the plant and kill the scion. A second problem is that the graft can fail, even after having grown well for quite a few months.
Before I began my hibiscus business, I had about 30 grafted hibiscus plants in the ground, many of which had been
growing away for 10 years. Hurricane Iniki struck us, and when things began to get back to normal several weeks later, I
realized that I had lost every single graft. I was left with 30 very strong plants of rootstock!
The only disadvantage I’ve found in rooting as opposed to grafting is that my own-root plants take 9-12 months to be
fully rooted in a 4” pot (quart) to a 6” pot (not quite a gallon), whereas a grafted plant can be ready to sell in 4 or so
months. Once fully rooted, the own-root plants are equally prolific as their grafted cousins, but run into fewer problems
than the grafted ones over time. Therefore, if one just wants to quickly clone a plant in spite of the potential future problems that might occur, then grafting is the way to go. But, if one wants a plant that will last and thrive for many years
without those above-mentioned potential problems, then rooting is definitely the best propagating method.

On a related subject, Dr. Rod Hendrick wrote:
Stenting is a process of grafting onto a piece of rootstock and then rooting it. It can save 3 to 6 months in the time that it
takes to have a plant ready to sell since you are rooting and curing the graft at the same time. It also is quicker to do the
grafting as you only have to worry about making the graft on another piece of wood. Charles told me that his grafters
could average 20 grafts an hour. Which is pretty quick and necessary for a commercial. Alone I normally average 6-8
grafts an hour working with a rooted plant. Some other grafters are much quicker and can get close to the 20 an hour but
they are the exception. It does take special conditions to get this to work. Mist, bottom heat and a cool top. I don't know
if the plants are any better or worse overall. I purchased 400 liners from Charles in the mid 90's for the old Baton Rouge
Chapter and reared 385 of them for our show and plant sale the next year so those were pretty good plants. I have never
tried this but I may this fall since I have both mist and bottom heat now.
I think that the secret to success in keeping a plant in a pot a long time is in repotting it at least every other year. Potting
mix tends to break down and become mush then stays wet and causes root rot. When the plant gets as big as you want it
or the pot does then you need to root prune and prune the top back as you repot. Any time you see a mass of root circling
the bottom of the pot you need to root prune a big plant and cut the top back the same amount. Cutting the top back a
third in the early spring will promote new growth and renewed bloom. In the ground just have a well-drained site. The
original Amber Suzanne was 25 years old the Conrad's told me when they cut it down in their front yard because it
looked so ugly from all the cutting wood off of it.
If any of this needs further then contact me for a few helpful hints…….. good blooming everyone…………

Buddy

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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